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Text (See Images 25–26, 88–90)

CAT 1.8 (now joined to the top of Column VI)

1  [    jx.k.mgn.rbt. atr
     [    jn.mqz.qnyt.  iln
     [    jxnt.bt.ib  km
     [    jlm.wışzx.kbn

5  [    jtr.gln.lglnh
    b1.lysh. n.gbn
    w.ugr.bn. ghnt
    ‘mnymn.bn.glm[    ]
    rmt.pr’t. ib1[    ]

10   shrm.hbl[    ]
    ‘rpt.tht.x[    ]

12+ VI 1  m’srm.h[    ] b

13  glGet. ‘isi[    ] jir’isk

14  m.brq[    ] bjin’nkm
Textual Notes

CAT 1.8

Line 1. ]x The upper right corner of a vertical wedge is visible, as is the right tip of a low horizontal below it. The possibilities for the letter are /b/, /d/ or /u/.

mgn The /n/ has four wedges.

Line 2. ]m The right side of a badly corroded large vertical wedge is visible at the break. It is compatible with /m/, as expected by context.

qnyt The /n/ has four wedges.

Line 3. ]x A large horizontal wedge, broken on the left, could be /t/, /w/, /k/, /r/. The first two have been proposed by different editors—/w/ by CTA and CAT, while Virolleaud (1932: xx) and now Pardee i.p. argue for reading /t/. While both are epigraphically possible, Pardee’s arguments for preferring /t/ are strong.